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How can we create the

biggest, fastest, most intense

wildfire?

The Island Lake fire in the Nadina-Verdun wildfire complex

(CBC Aug 21, 2018 Photo by Tracy Calogheros)



Ensure the forest is homogeneous, fuels are abundant,
add stress to increase vulnerability.

Ignite wildfires during drought and windy weather.



How to achieve this?

• Optimize biomass when possible

• Remove disturbance so forests mature

• Maintain high tree densities

• Remove large “decadent” trees

• Manage stands for 80-100 yr rotations

• Regenerate even-aged, fast-growing trees

• Create static reserves to preserve values

• Do the same thing everywhere



Northwest of Prince George BC



Northeast of Cache Creek BC

Why are we doing this?

Manage for single values (timber, carbon)

Focus on the stand level

Manage predictable states, not function

Conserve static states, not function

Inertia, resistance to change

Naïve about cumulative effects and

climate change



Traditional View of Succession

Key assumptions…

… ecosystems are discrete with clear boundaries

… climax ecosystems are stable and in equilibrium 

… disturbances are rare and reset the system

… disturbed ecosystems return to equilibrium



If… the traditional paradigm is correct

Then…
… any unit of nature = adequate for conservation 

… protected ecosystems maintain themselves in 

balance in their observed, desirable state

Conservation is achieved by 

excluding people from natural ecosystems 

to restore the balance of nature



If… the traditional paradigm is correct

Then…
… knowledge site and vegetation predict  future

… disturbed forests (clearcuts) will recover, and

… maintain site quality  + vegetation potential 

= “sustainable”

Sustained timber yield with rotations 

of 80-100 years is based on the 

traditional paradigm of succession



Is harvesting consistent with fire regimes?

Andison 2012

We envision boreal wildfires

as large and severe, with

little vegetation surviving

within fire boundaries.



Fire effects + landscapes are complex

Andison 2012

On average, 40% of the area

survives a boreal wildfire.

In some cases, up to 80% 

of vegetation survives



H. Erasmus

Homogenized Landscapes and 

Compromised Forest Health

18.3 million

hectares



Record fire years in BC



Wildfires of 2017 and 2018

cannot be another

“wake-up call”

BC’s forests and communities are

not resilient to wildfire + climate change

Transformative change is urgently needed



Can you see 

the old woman?

the young woman?



Solutions

• Manage multifunctional landscapes

• Manage for resilience to climate +  

climate-mediated disturbances

• Diversity wildfire management

• Diversify species and silviculture

• Monitor effects of fire + post-fire

management actions

• Adapt to mistakes + surprises



Urgent Need for Transformative Change

“Fire smart”

2.5M ha burns

3.7B fire suppression

$250M fire prevention

Timber + stand-level focus

Homogenized landscapes

Vulnerable communities

Resistance to mitigation

Naïve citizens

Lack of political will

Artwork: Jen Burgess Bowman et al. 2018



Urgent Need for Transformative Change

Learn to coexist with fire

Artwork: Jen Burgess Bowman et al. 2018



Urgent Need for Transformative Change

Artwork: Jen Burgess Bowman et al. 2018

Increase capacity + diversify 

management

Manage for resilience

Science + TEK informed

Evidence-based +tested

Proactive landscape planning

Reinforce WUI treatments

Link fuel mitigation + bioenergy

Educate + engage citizens 

FireSmart + community 

protection



Artwork: Jen Burgess Bowman et al. 2018

Thank you

I welcome your questions

lori.daniels@ubc.ca           @LoriDanielsUBC
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